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4.4 THEORY OF KNOWLEÐGE AND EMPIRICAL RESEARCH

The epi stemol-og ica1ly or iented nature of Habermas ' s

sociaL theory fundamentaì.1y structures his approach and

choice of categories for empiricaf analysis. However, just

how Habermas's discussion of crisis theory and tegitimation

problems is meant to advance the status of the practical

aims of critical theory is uncl-ear. Just as unclear is how

Habermas' s systemic explanat ion of nevr soc ial- movements and

oppositional groups in terms of conflict between system and

lifeworld serves the emancipatory interest of critical
theory. Perhaps it is Habermas's intention for his theory

of communicative action to feed into reflection and thereby

direct the practice of resistance to the colonizing and

reifying force of systems imperatives. But there is no

guarantee that resistance to the instrumentalizing force of

purposive-rational subsystems of action wilI advance the

freedom and autonomy of the actors involved since there

exists no institutional form which can embody the

emancipatory interest of critical theory other than language

and the communicatively structured lifeworld itseIf. s 6

8 6 c.f. the discussion of the ' insti
class and nevl social movements
Rational ization", 21-27 .
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McCarthy points out that "in the absence of an

ident i f iable 'agent of soc ial transformat ion' IHabermas] i s

forced to remain at the level of pointing out broad crisis
tendencies intrinsic to the structure of advanced

capitalism. His critigue retains an anonymous characLer,

addressed to 'mankind as such' and thus to no group in
particular.sT Of course the question of the addressee of

theory is a perennial issue for critical theory, but

Habermas's approach in both Leqitimation Crisis and

Lifeworl-d and Svstem remains uncharacteristically

unreflective on this point. Other than the fact that
Habermas innovatively combines elements of systems theory

with the phenomenological concept of the lifeworld, the work

seems a straightforward attempt at a functional and

systemically-oriented speculative empirical inquiry.

Nonetheless, Leqitimation Crisis bears the traces of a

concern for the communicative epistemological foundations of

critical knowledge. In spite of providing an excellent
opportunity for elaborating upon the material or

moral-practical basis for critical theory, the investigation
of the crisis tendencies of advanced capitalism sti1l serves

as a forum for the empirical elaboration of an essentially
epistemological distinction between rabour and interaction.
The similarity of the labour-interaction distinction to that
between the instrumental imperatives of systems maintenance

87 McCarthy CTJH, 385-386.
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and the interactive elements of social integration has

already been mentioned. Whether the empirical distinction

between system and social- integration is fundamental-ly sound

or not, the abstract connection with Habermas' s

epistemologicaJ- categories is evident. The continuous

utilization of a conceptual dichotomy rooted in

epistemological categories may explain the lack of an

analysis of the concrete and practical aspects of the theory

of crisis.

The emphasis on epistemological foundati.ons relates to a

basic tendency to emphasize the communicative realm and

accept the essential instrumentality of labor and material

reproduction. The fundamental, "anthropologically

deep-seated" character of the dichotomy between labor and

interaction belies the uneven theoretical attention Habermas

has given to each of its elements. The elaboration of an

intricate and wide-ranging theory of communicative action

has no equivalent in a 'theory of labour' per se. Habermas

is committed to a linguistically and communicatively

conceived epistemological foundation for critical theory.

This concern with epistemological questions explains the

predominance of interaction and communication over labour

processes and the material dimensions of social reproduction

and political domination in his social theory. It remains

to be seen how an immanent communicative critique for which
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there is "no possible external sources of validity" can

provide an epistemological foundation secure enough to

mot ivate pract ice. I I

I 8 wellmer, "Reason, Utopia. . . ", HM, 53.



Chapter V

CONCLUSION

This thesis has demonstrated the ways in which Habermas's

concern for the epistemoJ-ogical foundations of critical
socíaI science has influenced the development of his theory.

I n hi s methodology of rat ional- reconstruct ion , in hi s

explicitly epistemological critique of cognitive interests

and in the empirical applications of his theory to the study

of modern social formations, Habermas's work reflects a

primary interest in providing an epistemological basis of

'good reasons' for redeeming the 'validity claims' of

critical theory. while the partisan preference for such

'quasi-foundaLional' approaches runs the risk of

establishing a systematic bias in theory,l Habermas is
content to accept a value-Iaden component in his theory as

the price for a cognitivist approach to social science. We

can speak of Habermas as a'cognitivist'in the sense of his

belief that any commitment to socially binding norms can, at

l-east potentially, be rationally justif ied.2

This is something which Foucault's 'anti-foundational'
approach explicitly rejects and for which Habermas's
reconstructive method is an attempted solution. c. f.
White, The Recent Work of Jürqen Habermas: Reason, Justice
and Modernity (Hew York, 1988), 128-136.

The non-cognitivist position sees commitment to ethical or
normatively binding positions as the result of an

145
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Not only does the metatheoretical element of Habermas's

work reveal- a cognitivist preference for social theory that

is epistemologicalLy grounded in a communicative model of

knowledge, Habermas' s approach to soc ial analysi s reveal-s

the same commitment to a requirement for 'good reasons' for

social- action as wel-1. Universal- pragmatics and the theory

of communicative competence are exampJ-es of Habermas's

attempts to apply the same principle of 'good reasons' at

the l-evel of social analysis. Habermas's concern with basic

action-orienting rationality in his social theory and his
wider appreciation of the transcendental notion of 'Reason'

predispose him towards adopting a linguisticaily conceived

epistemological foundation for critical theory in which "our

first sentence expresses unequivocally the intention of

universaf and unconstrained consensus". 3

The following section provides a brief review and

assessment of the some of the themes touched upon in the

discussion. The treatment of these issues essentially
paralleIs the development of the central methodological,

epistemological, and ernpirical analytical questions that
were laid out in the main body of the thesis. Às weIl, in

the final- section a summary is presented of some of the

political applications of communicative action theory.

existential decision.
Habermas, 48-65.

3 KHr , 314.

c.f. White, Recent Work of Jürqen
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5.1 ASSESSING THE CRITICAL PROJECT

The difficulties attending an approach which lodges

epistemological r "quasi-transcendentaf" cl-aims together with

the methodological claim to objectivity within a theoretical

model built around the the idea of communicative action have

been enumerated throughout the thesis. Primary among them

is the tendency for reconstructive method to invariably

reveal the rational character of historical change since it

focuses on those interactive elements of analysi.s which

Habermas's general theory tends to cast in the positive

light of communicative reason. The evolutionary bias of

reconstructive method was dealt !¡ith in section 2.3 of the

thesis.

A second and related problem involves Habermas in

imputing a rational- or cognitive component to language and

interaction that does not always exist. This aspect of

Habermas's theory posits a "counterfactual" ideal-speech

situation as the goal of aIl undistorted communication.

Habermas's theories of communicative competence and

universal pragmatics were outlined in section 4.1 whereas

the general features of reconstruction are presented in

Chapter 2" As Canovan notes, even though Habermas's notion

of the ideal speech situation free from distortion is
counterfactual, "he cantt avoid treating it as an empirical

possibility because this is essential to his radical
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poJ-itical stance. "4

The crux of the thi rd di f f iculty I ies in Habermas's

"unstated assumption that to understand a speech act is to

agree with it".5 The neutral methodology of reconstruction

obfuscates the need to critically address the political or

practical implications of theory let alone the use of

language itself. Misgeld's critique of Habermas is most

telling here. In Misgeld's view, universal pragmatics, the

reconstructive method underlying Habermas's theory of

communicative action, is an essentialty unrefl-ective method

which seeks to

explain how historically specific modes of
communication originate, and how their distortions
are systematically organized. Yet the ability to
decipher them as distorted cannot issue from mere
reliance on historical reconstruction or a
reconstructionist theory of the pragmatic
universals of speech. It also requires at least,
that one risk one's preunderstanding as an act of
practical discourse, and that one engage in a
communicative action denying, in its
accomplishment, its ovrn communal basis. Such a
rupture, opening a cleavage in communally shared
understandings, cannot be secure of its ovln
groundedness no matter how elaborate the theories
instructing it. It remains a practical situated
activity.6

a Canovan, "A Case of Distorted Communication: À Note on
Habermas and Arendt" Politica1 Theorv voI. 11: no. 1,
1 983, 1 1 1 . Canovan regards Habermas as "radical" but
critiques his consensual view of politics.
B. Fay, Critical Social Science (New York, 1987), 188.

Misgeld, "Critical Theory and Hermeneutics", On Critical
Theory J. O'Nei11 ed. (¡¡ew York, 1976) 182.
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Critical theory thus cannot 'break' with the distorted

communicative basis of i.ts ovrn tradition on a priori

scientific grounds but only as part of practice. It is the

refl-ection upon this epistemological moment that

reconstructive method blocks. Language and communication

may be unremittingly distorted precisely because they are

political. Habermas's rel-uctance to see reconstruction as a

practically situaLed poJ-iticaL act is linked to his

optimistic view of the task of reconstruction in revealing

the rational competence inherent in distorted communication.

Habermas's sanguine understanding of. language use is

based in a consensus model of truth which leads to a naively

quietistic view of politics.T Canovan does not hesitate to

point up that this concept of politics is excessively

intellectualist. "Habermas appears to believe that free

politics is a matter of citizens first of all talking, and

then, after they have all formed a common conviction and

wi11, proceeding to act as one."8 The objections which could

be raised to this perspective are numerous. The main theme

of the criticisms of this consensual view of politics is

that it brackets out the conflicts and disagreements which

are at the heart of political life. Speaking of the

conflicting claims to truth implicit in various definitions

I am unable to address the
consensus theory of truth.
CTJH, ch. 3.

Canovan, 1 09.

questions raised by Habermas's
For discussion see McCarthy,
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of politically significant terms, William ConnoIly points

out that certain concepts are "essentiaJ-l-y contested" and

that through conceptual debate and political discourse

provoked by disagreement they "contribute to the political
dimension of social lif e in a singularl-y prof ound way. "e

Habermas's approach does not allow for a theoretically
fruitful consideration of non-consensus oriented action.
Politics does not consist only in strategic or deceptive

communication but in politicalJ-y rel-evant dissensus and

silence. The existence of exclusive minority caucuses

within social organizations and acts of civit disobedience

are in a sense communicative actions and strategies which

are not aimed at short term or immediate consensus.

Habermas seem to ignore that political change and the

achievement of collective objectives can occur despite the

lack of binding majority consensus.

5.1.1 Reason and Knowledoe

Habermas's commitment to a social theory based in

communicative reason was established in sections 2.2 and 2.4

where the themes of reason and rationalization lrere

developed. In general, Habermas's understanding of reason

is quite expansive and 'emphatic' in the sense of critical
theory's usage of the term. But in practice, the notion of

e Connolly,
1985), 39.

The Terms of Political Discourse (Princeton,
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is reduced to the status of
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practical aims of critical theory

a methodologicaJ- operation.

Beginning with the presentation of the historical

transition from traditional to modern society, Habermas's

application of reconstructive method tends to equate

rationality with the rationaf reconstruction of

communicative competence. This approach in fact corresponds

to one of the research programmes Habermas suggests in his

most recent work. Rationality is 'reduced' to

reconstructable action in the sense that "to expound the

universality of the concept of communicative rationality"
reguires that it be linked to the "development of the

concept of communicative action". Such a research program

focuses on "rationally reconstructing universal rules and

necessary presuppositions of speech actions oriented to

reaching understanding". l o Thus, ironically, the

reconstruction of communicative rationality reduces reason

to the pragmatics of language use, stripping it of any

normative cl-aims which cannot be communicatively

substant iated. A speaker who has not mastered the

competency requirements for redeeming pragmatic validity
claims would be unable to articulate reasonable political
positions. Members of minority cultures who have not

attained communicative competence in the larger cultural
domain would thus be relegated a priori to the realm of the

ro RRs, 138.
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'unrational-' if not the irrational-.

5.1.2 Knowledqe and Praclice

From rationaf ization and rational- reconstruction our

focus moved to the epistemological critique of science

offered in Knowledge and Human Interests. Here, Habermas's

critique of the unreflective technical interest of

positivistic science placed the concern for the rel-ationship

between theory and practice at the l-evel of epistemological

refLection. Presenting the theory of knowledge as a form of

social critique, Habermas built upon his earlier
considerations regarding the relationship of theory to

practice developed in Theory and Practice. In this
formative part of Habermas's critique, the thesis of the

scientization of politics provided an example of the

possible empirical effects of scientistic conceptions of the

relationship of Èheory to practice.

The key element in any application of critical theory

must be its conception of the relaLionship of theory to

practice. Brian Fay, who has developed systematic

approaches to critical social science characterizes critical

theory as a t.heory which "vrants to explain a social order in

such a vray that it becomes itself the catalyst which leads

to the transformation of this soc iaI order" . 1 1 Habermas's

I 1 B. Fay Critical Social Science (uew York, 1987), 27
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critique of positivism focuses on the unintentional effects

of an unreflective approach to knowledge.

The emphasis on method in positivist epistemology alLows

the fundamentaf question of practice to be excl-uded from the

discourse science. When epistemology is no longer a

reflection upon 'how we know' but upholds instead the

instrumentaL concern for methodologicaL consistency,

questions regarding the relationship of theory and

observation are given less attention. Simply put, the

interests and intent of science are not able to be

critically assessed when method is considered in isolation
from a general theory of knowledge or when the theory of

knowledge has become the logical philosophy of method.

Secondlyr âs the critical assessment of the relationship

between theory and method is given less attention within
science, a technical and decisionistic approach to the

relationship of scientific theory and social practice takes

shape in the scientized culture of the pubJ-ic realm. 'What

we do with what we know' becomes a mainly technical

question, just as 'how

methodological one. 1 2

we know' becomes a primarily

't2 For an interesting
related context c. f.
Rulei KarI Popper and
of PoliticaI Science

treatment of this dichotomy in a
À. Pickel, "Never Àsk Who Should
Political Theory" Canadian Journal

March, 1989 XXIr:1 83-105.
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In certain respects, theory and practice are related in

v¡ays similar to the rel-ationship between the epistemologicaJ-

and methodological dimensions of theory itserf. If method

is thus conceived as one moment in the epistemological,

methodological, and empirical- articulation of theory, it is
possible to explain Habermas's emphasis on critical
refl-ection in his discussions of the theory of knowledge as

a critical corrective to the neutral methodol_ogical

orientation of reconstructive science.

5.1 .3 Practical Critique

The dominance of scientific and technical reason in
modern society in turn relates to a series of analyticar
applications of critical theory to the political_ sociology

of modern capitalism. In this context, our examination of

Habermas's theory of communication, and his investigation of

modern state-regulated capitalism in sections 4.1 through

4.3 revealed the cont inuing importance of the

epistemological distinction between communicative

interaction and instrumentar rationality at the level of

empi r ical i nvest igat ion .

Habermas's theoretical emphasis has clearly been on the

communicative erement of this dichotomy. Às Ingram notes,

the communicative dimensions of Habermas theory have been

articulated separately from any notion of critical practice.

4--
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Only a concept of practical reason that can be
fuIly articulated independently of action, with
its inevitable strategic constraints, and
aesthetic intuition, with its quasi-speculative,
contemplative preunderstanding of totality,
suffices for him as a possible basis for critical
theory. In attempting to grasp the two horns of
this dilemma, however, Habermas seems to have
assimilated practical- reason to communicative
rat i onal i ty - and more spec i f icafly , to
discursive, theoretical reason. 1 3

The problem of relating theory to practice in communicative

action partly resul-ts from the fact that Habermas wishes to

maintain the autonomy of theory formation from action.

Nonethel-ess there are several ways in v¡hich communicative

models respond to specific aporias

summary of Habermas's critique of

section 2.1 revealed.

in critical theory as our

early critical theory in

À variety of criticisms of Habermas's general position

relate to the specific applications of his theory in the

areas of political legitimation and the explanation of

modern politics. OnIy two of these opposing positions will

be mentioned here. Part of Habermasts critical effort has

been directed at reformulating Marx's original critical
project to take account of the change circumstances of

capitalism. Because of this Habermas's relations with the

political left have been problematic.l4 The more orthodox

Marxist position on Habermasr s "revisions" is represented by

Therborn. Commenting on Habermas's general position he

Ingram, 74.

c.f . "Dialectics of Rationalization".

13

14
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remarks:

IO] ur task today is not to be the critical
conscience of bourgeois social- thought but to
break with it; it is not to construct 'critical
social- sciences' peacefully and parasiticalJ-y
coexisting with traditional ideological output,
but to reject the alleged scientificity of the
Latter and to set out upon the path of true
science cleared by l"Iarx.1 s

On the question of Legitimation, Held wonders if
Habermas's cognitive and communicative model of a political

order being worthy of recognition because of potentiall-y

good reasons for its justification is at all close to the

mark as far as the stability of modern political systems is

concerned. For HeId it is "fragmentation" of solidarity in

the workplace and contemporary culture which contributes

most to political stability. In effect the "political order

is regarded as 'worthy' but because of the adoption of an

instrumental attitude towards it; compliance most often

comprises pragmatic acquiescence to the status euo. " 1 6

1 5 G. Therborn "A Note on Habermas" Western Marxism: A
Critical Reader (london, 1983), 128.

16 Held, "Crisis Tendencies, Legitimation and the State",
HCD, 1 90.
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5.2 POLITICS OF MOÐERNTTY

In a "backward glance" at Habermas's work to this point

it is possible to see how, in his own accounting of

modernity, the theory of communicaLive action is able to

assimilate the Weberian model of societal rationalization.

Weber's model of bureaucratic rationalization is

reconstructed in Habermas's thesis of the "systemic

technicization" and colonization of the communicatively

structured lifeworld. David Ingram notes there is
considerable overlap between the empirical dimensions of the

notions of system and lifeworld since "one can no more

dissociate material reproductive functions from the family

than divorce symbolic reproductive functions from the

business community".tz While Habermas assigns system and

lifeworld to distinct categories in his analysis he does not

give a clear definition to either concept. As Ingram

remarks, in such a context it may be more useful "to think
of Iifeworld and system as relating to 1ogica1ly distinct
functions that overlap with institutionstt. 18

With an approach that poses the communicative actions of

the lifeworld against the instrumental imperatives of social

systems Habermas hopes to gain theoretical access to social

movements which theories based on classical antagonisms of

17 D. Ingram,
Haven, 1987),

ibid, 115-116

Habermas and
'1 15.

18

the Dialectic of Reason (New
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capitaÌ and labor, party identification or status

di f ferent iat ion are unable to explain. Habermas bel ieves

his model can account for new political- movements concerned

v¡ith such issue areas as the north-south conflict, the

pol-itics of f ood production and heaì-th, tax protest, and

affordable housing. The various cuftural- and l-inguisticalLy

based auLonomy movements around the worl-d can also be

included in this perspective. For Habermas, these movements

have a common Iife-world system basis in which

the issue is not primaril-y one of compensations
the welfare state can provide, but of defending
and restoring endangered ways of Iife. In short,
the nev¡ conflicts are not ignited by distribution
problems but by questions having to do with the
grammar of forms of Iife. ls

But much of Habermas's explanation of modernity rel-ies on

the functionalist reason that his reconstruction of systems

theory was meant to critique. Conceived of in terms of

communicative action theory, the emerging political
conflicts typical of modern society are organized around

resistance to the colonizing and reifying force of

purposive-rational subsystems of action and the steering

media of money and power. At least one feminist critic of

thi s conceptual scheme has suggested a di f ferent

perspective. For Fraser, the political and economic systems

may be just as 'cofonized' by the patriarchically structured

'lifeworld' of the domestic household and predominant

1e LS, 392"
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I n terms of hi s ovln approach Habermas

gives examples of "afternative practice" that are supposedi-y

aimed at strengLhening the resistance of communicatively

structured domains of action against the steering mechanisms

of povrer and money.21 Functional logic appears when he

indicates that even the systemically induced pathologies of
modern society serve a historical purpose since, in a rarger
sense, they "give rise to the probJ_em situations that
objectively afford contemporaries a privileged access to the

generar structures of the l-ifeworld".22 In such a context
the question arises as to whether al-ternative practice is
actually no more than an 'adjustment' to prevairing patterns

of social organization.

Habermas's critique of functionalism, âs in his
reconstruction of Weber, connects reconstruct ion ,

rationalization and evolution in such a vray as to
necessarily situate modernity at the end of a continuum of

rationaL advancement. Based on a theoretical logic of

reconstruction, communicative action theory to a cert,ain

extent shares a paradoxical 'practical neutrality' with
reconstructive method, despite the criticar aims Habermas

intends for it The evolutionary logic bound up with the

20

21

22

N. Fraser, "9lhat's
German Critique 35

LS, 395.

LS, 403.

Critical Àbout Critical Theory?", New(1985), 119-124.
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reconstruction of moderni.ty on the basis of the uncoupJ.ing

of l-ifeworld and system would not predispose the theory

towards advocating the practical activity of resisting

systemic col-onization of the lifeworld that Habermas appears

to pointing towards in the final pages of Lifeworld and

System. If reconstruction reveafs that certain spheres of

activity 'belong' to a greater or lesser degree to either
the purposive-rationally organized subsystems of the economy

and the state or the communicatively structured lifeworld,
then this "presupposes the inherent rationality of an

uncoupling of lifeworld and system".23 Such an understanding

cannot lend support to the attempt to subject the priorities
of economic administrative steering to the practical
concerns of communicative rationality.

The relativism of evolutionary modeLs is compounded by

the ethno-centric relativism of a theoretical approach in

which the "end-state towards which the developmental process

is construed as heading is decidedly Western in
conception".24 This brings to rnind McCarthy's point that

without an adequate understanding of the
'end-states' of development in other cuLtures, and
thus the modes of thought and types of knowledge
valued by themr wê are determined before the fact
to construe their performances as exhibiting a
more or less deficient mastery of our competences
rather than as expressing a mastery of a different

23 Ingram, Habermas and the Dialectic of Reason (Hew Haven,
1987), 116.

24 McCarthy "Rationality and Relativism: Habermas's
'Overcoming' of Hermeneutics", HCD, 70.
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set of skills altogether. 2 5

In a critique of Habermas, Ànthony Giddens notes the passing

from favour of evolutionary model-s of social- change with

approval and is critical of Habermas's transposition of

Piaget and Kohlberg's models of cognitive development into

the field of social theory.26 In this sense, a theory of

social evolution more cJ-osely connected to Levi-strauss's

structuralism than to Lévy-BruhL's developmental schema of

primitive and advanced "mentality" may more accurately

represent the difficulties attending the notion of

'advanced' and'primitive' societies.

5.3 THE THEORY OF JTJRGEN HÀBERMAS

If critical theory is to be distinguished by its
understanding of the relationship between theory and

practice then we can consider Habermas to be a critical
theorist if only for his position on this question. But

there are several problems which Habermas's method brings to
bear on his critical position. On his own account of the

problematic relationship between the theory of knowledge and

the methodology of reconstruction, Habermas accepts that the

"know how" divulged through his own reconstructive method

"has no practical conseguences" and bears only "arì indirect

McCarthy, HCD r 70.

Giddens, "Reason without Revolution...", HM, 119.

25

26
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reration to the emancipatory interest of knowJ.edge".27 whil-e

Habermas recognizes the difficulty of linking the

methodologicaÌ categories of reconstructive science with the

practical aims of critical theory he has no sol-ution for
this critical theoretical dilemma. I ronicall-y, Habermas's

contention that positivism must retain metaphysical el-ements

in order to justify its ovrn activity has some meri L,rt in

the sense that positivism cannot provide reasons for doing

science on the basis of positivist phiJ.osophy of science

afone. It would seem, however, that, in the case of

reconstruction, critical theory must remain blind to its own

practical goals if it is to redeem empiricarly its claims to
knowredge. For the probrematic relationship of theory to
practice Habermas substitutes a problematic and only partly
reflective form of critical theory.

The rerevance of this probrematic critical position Lo

political questions is made evident in Habermas's treatment

of classical versus modern "scientized" politics.
Habermas's styrized reconstruction of More and Machiavelli
misses those erements of an interpretation of science that
would be provided by addressing the concrete poritical
practice of science.2e Habermas's chosen approach is instead

to assess politics critically not in terms of the practical

27 "Some Difficulties", TP, 23-24.
28 c. f. KHI , 80.

2s c.f. ÀIford, Science and the Revenqe of Nature, 73.
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and ethical goals of political action itself, i.e. at the

"phenomenoJ-ogical " level- , but in terms of the

epistemological propensities of scj.entism in politics an

approach which poses the probrematic relation of theory to
pract ice in dec idedì-y abstract terms.

In a commentary which rel-ates to the application of his
own theory, Habermas accepts that the social_ theory of
historical materialism, to the extent that it is mediated

through the phenomenological horizons of social- practice, is
critically self-refl-ective only in an indirectly

epistemol-ogical sense. This is true since,
methodologically, there is no way of "disengaging sociaI
theory from the epistemological mediation of

phenomenological self -ref lection" . Linked inextricably to
materiar reality and experience ¡ ctitique then becomes

conflated with the phenomenological dimensions of empirical
science and, in its materiarist version, "assumes the form

of the critique of ideology".3o If, at the phenomenorogical

leveI, the emphasis on ideology critique in Marx's

phenomenology partly obscures the distinction between

empirical science and practical critique, the phirosophicar

emphasis of Habermas's work can certainly be said to
conflate practical critique and epistemology.

3o KHI, 62.
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The relevance of the communicative action model and

Habermas's 1ifeworld-system paradigm for the "new politics"

and for theory formation in PoliticaI Science has been

noted. The utility of such an approach is not restricted to

the cJ-ear1y 'communicative' object domains of research on

propaganda, po1 itical communicat ion , and internat ional

diplomatic relatíons. A theory of communication with a

critical standard of undistorted ideal speech can be applied

to analyses of the decision-making process.3l Às White

notes, a theory of communicative action may provide a more

secure theoretical grasp of modern political- contests over

' interest' .3 2

A possible reason for Habermas's commitment to a

communicative epistemology may be the affinity between the

theoretical elements of his approach. Reconstructive

methodology vras conceived on the basis of Chomsky's notion

of generative grammar, which explains the impetus for the

development of a theory of communicative action based in

universal pragmatics - itself derived from the application
of reconstructive method. The receptivity of a

communicatively-structured object domain to critical
reflection offers another possible explanation. Ideology

critique, cognitive interest theory, and epistemological

c.f. R. Kemp, "Planning, Public Hearings and Lhe Politics
of Discourse" in Critical Theorv and Public Life J.
Forester ed" Boston, MIT Press: 1985r 177-201.

c.f. White, Recent work of Jürqen Habermas, 88.

31
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refl-ection all focus on language, which can be approached in
terms of its 'surface' or 'depth' structure, in terms of its
genealogy, the logical elements of discourse, the pragmatics

of language use or the rule-governed process of its
creation.

Àll of these approaches comprise a reconstructive moment

which, while 'empirical' , al1ows for an expricit normative

or value oriented perspective to be immediately included in
the analytical procedures of research. Language, âs an

empirical- phenomenon, all-ows critical theory to elude the

charge of idealism while stitl maintaining the normative

el-ements of critique. In this sense, given the recent

'l-inguistic turn' in his approach, Habermas's theoretical
edifice is by now so thoroughry penetrated with the concept

of communicative rationality that his commitment to it is
implicit, despite the fact that he is aware of its
limitations.33 As we have shown Habermas's latest work is
the culmination of longstanding trends in his thought.
Habermas locates the underlying political motive for his
recent work in "the reconciliation of the decayed parts of

modernity, the idea that without surrendering the

differentiation that modernity made possible in the sociaÌ
and economic spheres, one can find forms for living together
in which real autonomy and dependency can appear in a

33 LS, 2.



satisifying relation
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of 'friendly life togetherrtt.34

The examination and analysis of Habermas's critical
theory offered in this thesis helps to place the critical
component of his theory of society in perspective. Some of

the main difficulties with Habermas's theory resuLt more

from his propensity to respond to criticism by adopting

elements of opposing approaches into his own and by his
willingness to modify his position when he feels that

critical reappraisal warrants it. s s In this sense Habermas

presents a 'moving target' for analysis. In this thesis the

thematic continuity and connections between various elements

of Habermas's work have been established in the context of

his overriding epistemotogicaJ- concern for critical-
reflection. This is perhaps the most inspirational if not

the most empirically or scientifically fruitful aspect of

Habermas's work. For to reflect is to be conscious of the

objectivating nature of scientific method and its effects on

social and political life. Such reflection is of relevance

whether its object is the statistical derivation of class

and status in social science and the formulation of social
policy on the basis of "decision making technologies", or

the statistical construction of viable biological habits in

34 "Dialectics of Rationalization", 28. The cited remark is
from Brecht. c.f. ibid, 27 where Habermas comments that
part of his aim is to "Iinject] communicative everyday
praxis into institutions. This was once a conservative
view.tt

3s c,f. "À Response to my Critics", HCD.



ecology and the formation of environmental policy
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on the

basis of 'disinterested' science. In this sense the power

of reflection is vindicated in Habermas's theory. As to its
practical direction Habermas provides no programmatic

answers. The theorist has no privileged position from which

to do so since in the "process of enlightenment there can

only be participants".
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